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Figure 4. Network diagram of some piggery feeding operations.

most workers in the field, particularly if
it needed to be repeated frequently for
different planning criteria.

These same flow diagrams can be
converted into network diagrams which
conform to the conventions of Critical
Path Scheduling. Figure 4 shows how
this appears for some pig feeding
operations. The main advantage of this
representation is that the activities can
be identifed by their node numbers and
that restraints and dummy activities of
zero duration can be introduced to
substantiate the logic of the complete
network, and provide for unique in
terpretation.

By applying the standard time data
for each activity, the time for each
route through the network can be
computed. For this calculation, a num
ber of variable factors such as total
feed weight, number of feeds per day
and distance from feed stores to feed
ing area can be applied to give each
arrow a "length" in terms of units of
time or of $. These can be summed to
show the shortest or cheapest route
through the maze for that set of cir
cumstances represented by the values
for the variables.

A tabulation of the activities desig
nated by their node numbers together
with the effect of the variables upon
them is given in Table 1. This is only a
part of the total matrix described in
figures 2 and 4.

used for either manual or computer
solution for identifying the crtical path
through a network, find the longest
route, as was mentioned in 1. above
for the project as a whole. However for
selecting the work routines, it is the
shortest or cheapest route which is of
greatest interest to managers. This
minimal length of route as opposed to
maximum length of route can be ac
commodated by existing computer rou
tines if the time date are assigned either
negative values or reciprocal number
values in the calculations. This minor
modification of routine is all that is
required to adapt the basic computer
programme. Sub-programmes are re
quired for the addition of the calcula
tions of the effect of the variable. As
only trial runs for the computer have
so far been attempted, it is outside the
scope of this paper to indicate how best
to include provision for the calculations
of variables.

CONCLUSION

While standard time data for the
many alternative ways of performing
work in piggeries is already available,
it will not be used by designers of new
buildings until it can be presented in a
more convenient form. Yet it is these
very designers whose influence on work
methods is almost irreversible once the
buildings are constructed. While the
possibility of using digital computers to
perform the mathematical calculations

nodes until the last node is reached.
This process is called the forward pass.
Each node is then assigned a latest
finish date from a backward pass which
starts at the terminal node of the net
work and is assigned to each node in
the reverse numerical sequence. For
the longest pass solution each activity
dependent upon its duration can be as
signed to other dates. These are the
latest start possible without delaying
the whole project and the earliest finish
possible without delaying the whole
project. Activities which have the same
earliest and latest start dates together
with the same earliest finish and latest
finish dates are said to lie on the
critical path.

For the shortest path solution, used
for methods alternative analysis, the
use of reciprocal values of the dura
tions will provide a solution which is
the shortest route.

Piggery Example

Figure 2 includes all piggery opera
tions but for the sake of presentation
this paper will be confined to feeding
alone. The principle can be expanded in
scale quite simply, but becomes incon
venient for printing. The Flow Process
Charts themselves could be used as an

aide memoire by a piggery planner to
visualize alternative methods for any
particular units. However, although
this would be an improvement on the
normal clerical methods of using stan
dard data, it would be a sufficiently
arduous methematical task to deter Normal C.P.S. procedures when continued on page 57
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